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the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues with this christmas adventure starring the tenth doctor and fan favourite companion donna
doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this fun and charming christmas story a seasonal special to compliment the twelve dr men titles
in the ongoing series written and illustrated by adam hargreaves a new keepsake hardback format makes this the perfect christmas gift for
any doctor who fan the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and
charming stories written and illustrated by adam hargreaves the tenth doctor is taking a well earned holiday until the sontarans show up can
he stop the mighty warriors from invading yet another peaceful planet the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues in this adventure
starring the second doctor it s mayhem in the museum as dr second and his companions find themselves on the run from some abominable baddies
doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming stories written and illustrated by adam hargreaves the greatest
mash up in the whoniverse continues in this adventure starring the eighth doctor two warring races one time lord dr eighth finds himself
stuck in middle of an ancient feud and must rely on his wits to save the day doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun
and charming stories written and illustrated by adam hargreaves the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues doctor who meets roger
hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming stories written and illustrated by adam hargreaves follow the adventures of dr third as
he is joined by friends mike jo and liz to battle the fearsome ice warriors the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues in this
adventure starring the seventh doctor dr seventh and his trusty companion ace are on the prowl as they stumble upon a pack of fiendish
feline foes doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming stories written and illustrated by adam hargreaves
the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming stories written
and illustrated by adam hargreaves join the fifth doctor and friends nyssa adric and tegan as they attempt to outwit the wily master the
greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming stories written and
illustrated by adam hargreaves time has twisted and only a timelord can stop it join the sixth doctor and friend peri as they have to outwit
the dastardly rani an all new doctor who adventure featuring the second doctor and reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves it s mayhem
in the museum as dr second and his companions find themselves on the run from some abominable baddies these storybook mash ups written and
illustrated by adam hargreaves combine the iconic storytelling of doctor who with the whimsical humor and design made famous by his father
roger hargreaves dr second continues this series of witty and tongue in cheek storybooks each featuring one of the twelve doctors the
greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues in this adventure starring the ninth doctor with a little help from rose and jack dr ninth sets
out to prevent an otherworldly invasion doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming stories written and
illustrated by adam hargreaves an all new doctor who adventure featuring the eighth doctor and reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves
two warring races one time lord dr eighth finds himself stuck in middle of an ancient feud and must rely on his wits to save the day these
storybook mash ups written and illustrated by adam hargreaves combine the iconic storytelling of doctor who with the whimsical humor and
design made famous by his father roger hargreaves dr eighth continues this series of witty and tongue in cheek storybooks each featuring one
of the twelve doctors an all new doctor who adventure featuring the first doctor and the cybermen reimagined in the style of roger
hargreaves meet dr first he is in a bad mood because he can t find his granddaughter however that soon becomes the least of his problems
when he stumbles upon an old foe these storybook mash ups written and illustrated by adam hargreaves combine the iconic storytelling of
doctor who with the whimsical humor and design made famous by his father roger hargreaves dr first kicks off this series of witty and tongue
in cheek storybooks each featuring one of the twelve doctors these mashup storybooks combine the whimsical storytelling of doctor who with
the humor color and simplicity of classic hargreaves style an all new doctor who adventure featuring the third doctor reimagined in the
style of roger hargreaves an all new doctor who adventure featuring the fourth doctor sarah jane smith and the daleks reimagined in the
style of roger hargreaves when dr fourth and sarah jane run into some old enemies the daleks it takes all their cleverness and cunning to
prevent extermination these storybook mash ups written and illustrated by adam hargreaves combine the iconic storytelling of doctor who with
the whimsical humor and design made famous by his father roger hargreaves dr fourth continues this series of witty and tongue in cheek
storybooks each featuring one of the twelve doctors the greatest mash up in the entire whoniverse is here dr first stars william hartnell s
first doctor on an amazing adventure through time and space written and illustrated by adam hargreaves the greatest mash up in the
whoniverse continues doctor whomeets roger hargreaves mr menin this series of fun and charming stories written and illustrated by adam
hargreaves in the ninth book of the series join another doctor and his friends as they face a perilous adventure through time and space
these mashup storybooks combine the whimsical storytelling of doctor who with the humor color and simplicity of classic hargreaves style an
all new doctor who adventure featuring the fifth doctor reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves these mashup storybooks combine the
whimsical storytelling of doctor who with the humor color and simplicity of classic hargreaves style an all new doctor who adventure
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featuring the sixth doctor reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves an all new doctor who adventure featuring the seventh doctor and ace
reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves dr seventh and his trusty companion ace are on the prowl as they stumble upon a pack of fiendish
feline foes these storybook mash ups written and illustrated by adam hargreaves combine the iconic storytelling of doctor who with the
whimsical humor and design made famous by his father roger hargreaves dr seventh continues this series of witty and tongue in cheek
storybooks each featuring one of the twelve doctors an all new doctor who adventure featuring the ninth doctor rose and jack reimagined in
the style of roger hargreaves with a little help from rose and jack dr ninth sets out to prevent an otherworldly invasion these storybook
mash ups written and illustrated by adam hargreaves combine the iconic storytelling of doctor who with the whimsical humor and design made
famous by his father roger hargreaves dr ninth continues this series of witty and tongue in cheek storybooks each featuring one of the
twelve doctors these mashup storybooks combine the whimsical storytelling of doctor who with the humor color and simplicity of classic
hargreaves style an all new doctor who adventure featuring the tenth doctor reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves the greatest mash up
in the whoniverse continues doctor whomeets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming stories written and illustrated by
adam hargreaves in the twelfth book of the series join another doctor and his friends as they face a perilous adventure through time and
space the greatest mash up in the entire whoniverse is here dr fourth stars tom baker s fourth doctor on an amazing adventure through time
and space written and illustrated by adam hargreaves the greatest mash up in the entire whoniverse is here dr eleventh stars matt smith s
eleventh doctor on an amazing adventure through time and space written and illustrated by adam hargreaves an all new deluxe hardcover doctor
who christmas adventure featuring the tenth doctor and his companion donna reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves it s christmas eve
and the doctor and donna are sipping at mugs of hot chocolate donna looks to the doctor and announces i hope i get a surprise for christmas
the doctor knows what he has to do these storybook mash ups written and illustrated by adam hargreaves combine the iconic storytelling of
doctor who with the whimsical humor and design made famous by his father roger hargreaves dr tenth christmas surprise is the first hardcover
special in this series of witty tongue in cheek storybooks featuring the twelve doctors an all new doctor who adventure featuring the
eleventh doctor and river song reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves geronimo dr eleventh and river song take off on a daring and
dangerous adventure to recover a lost item of great importance these storybook mash ups written and illustrated by adam hargreaves combine
the iconic storytelling of doctor who with the whimsical humor and design made famous by his father roger hargreaves dr eleventh continues
this series of witty and tongue in cheek storybooks each featuring one of the twelve doctors the much anticipated dr thirteenth is here a
fabulous mashup of the fantastical storytelling of doctor who and the whimsical humor of roger hargreaves the book will to appeal to fans of
both iconic brands an all new doctor who adventure featuring the thirteenth and first female doctor reimagined in the style of roger
hargreaves the doctor graham and ryan try and come up with a fabulous surprise for yaz on her birthday and what an explosive surprise it is
an all new doctor who adventure featuring the twelfth doctor and missy reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves dr twelfth s oldest
adversary returns in a time bending chase through earth s history will the doctor prevail or does missy finally have her day these storybook
mash ups written and illustrated by adam hargreaves combine the iconic storytelling of doctor who with the whimsical humor and design made
famous by his father roger hargreaves dr twelfth continues this series of witty and tongue in cheek storybooks each featuring one of the
twelve doctors the greatest mash up in the entire whoniverse is here dr twelfth stars peter capaldi s twelfth doctor on an amazing adventure
through time and space written and illustrated by adam hargreaves an all new doctor who adventure featuring the thirteenth and first female
doctor reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves the doctor graham and ryan try and come up with a fabulous surprise for yaz on her
birthday and what an explosive surprise it is this book tells the story of the huge addiction treatment industry which flourished in the
united states between 1890 and the advent of prohibition in 1920 the story begins in russia in 1886 where a number of doctors discovered a
relatively effective pharmacological treatment for alcoholism although this russian discovery was published in countless major english
language medical journals it was entirely ignored by the us addiction experts of the day who eschewed pharmacological treatments and instead
preferred to lock people up in inebriate asylums where they could be subjected to religious coercion however an obscure railroad physician
and patent medicine salesman named leslie e keeley who lived in the dusty prairie town of dwight illinois read about the russian treatment
in a medical journal and decided to give it a try much to his surprise the russian treatment proved highly effective and by 1891 dr keeley
was treating upwards of a thousand patents a day at the keeley institute in dwight keeley was a salesman and a bit of a barnum he always
claimed that he had invented the cure himself after decades of painstaking research and he called it the gold cure claiming that his secret
ingredient was gold of course there was no gold in the gold cure other than the gold which lined keeley s pockets however the treatment was
relatively effective and by 1893 there were over 100 keeley institutes operating in the united states and abroad and hundreds of copycats
were operating imitation gold cure institutes the keeley gold cure was even adopted by the national homes for disabled volunteer soldiers
and the us army the keeley treatment took 28 days and required hypodermic injections four times a day for the entire period on the other
hand the gatlin institutes which opened in 1902 and the neal institutes which opened in 1909 used a form of aversion treatment and
advertised themselves as three day liquor cures competition between the gold cures and the three day liquor cures in the first two decades
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of the 20th century was fierce and intense then as the united states entered world war one in 1917 the demand for addiction treatment
suddenly dried up for a variety of reasons and the majority of these proprietary cure institutes had shut down before the enactment of
prohibition in 1920 although the parent keeley institute in dwight remained in operation until 1966 this book contains the never before told
tale of how these proprietary treatment institutes grew into a huge industry flourished then finally faded away as the united states entered
world war one part one of this book covers the keeley institutes dipsocura the bedal institutes the mckanna liquor cure the wherrell gold
cure and the hagey cure part two of this book covers the morrell cure the national bichloride of gold institutes the oppenheimer institutes
the tyson vegetable cure the willow bark institutes the telfair sanitarium the connelley cure the murray institutes the gatlin institutes
the neal institutes the s b collins cure and the d unger cure part two also contains appendices discussing strychnine belladonna alkaloids
jag cure laws and more the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues in this adventure starring the second doctor it s mayhem in the
museum as dr second and his companions find themselves on the run from some abominable baddies doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in
this series of fun and charming stories written and illustrated by adam hargreaves the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues in this
adventure starring the seventh doctor dr seventh and his trusty companion ace are on the prowl as they stumble upon a pack of fiendish
feline foes doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming stories written and illustrated by adam hargreaves
shortlisted for the walter scott prize 2018 a surprisingly touching account of hidden lives forced out of the shadows sunday times one day
in 1940 rene hargreaves walks out on her family and the city to take a position as a land girl at the remote starlight farm there she will
live with and help lonely farmer elsie boston at first elsie and rene are unsure of one another strangers from different worlds but over
time they each come to depend on the other they become inseparable until the day a visitor from rene s past arrives and their careful
secluded life is thrown into confusion suddenly all they have built together is threatened what will they do to protect themselves and are
they prepared for the consequences so lovely gentle yet enthralling claire fuller quietly beautiful and brilliant this is no bucolic idyll
but an unfolding of a plot that constantly twists and turns and surprises a truly wonderful memorable novel judges of the walter scott prize
2018 nursing until the 1960s and 1970s was seen as a female profession it is only in recent years that men in any number have entered this
perceived female bastion it is generally thought or assumed that it has always been women who have been the only nurses through the
centuries however with even the most cursory glance at the literature available or even on the internet it is soon realised that this is not
the case it is impossible to talk about or discuss trained nurses per se when there was no actual recognised training available in any shape
or form again it is a general assumption that historically the only trained nurses were female this certainly was not the case but nursing
was seen up to quite recently as a job for women mainly because of the social and cultural norms a myriad muslims and hindus mortally yearn
to know a god of love will circumstances complacency or comfort cushion the callaways at home or will christ s love propel beth merrel and
arlene to reach these uttermost with the good news before it s too late when on the spur of a moment norman huntley and his friend henry
invent an eighty three year old woman called miss hargreaves they are inspired to post a letter to their new fictional friend it is only
meant to be a silly harmless game until miss hargreaves arrives on their doorstep complete with her cockatoo her harp and last but not least
her bath she is to norman s utter disbelief exactly as he had imagined her enchanting eccentric and endlessly astounding he hadn t imagined
however how much havoc an imaginary octogenarian could wreak in his sleepy buckinghamshire home town cornford norman has some explaining to
do but how will he begin to explain to his friends family and girlfriend where miss hargreaves came from when he hasn t the faintest clue
himself will his once ordinary once peaceful life ever be the same again and what s more does he want it to miss hargreaves is part of the
bloomsbury group a new library of books from the early twentieth century chosen by readers for readers
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Doctor Who: Dr. Tenth: Christmas Surprise! (Roger Hargreaves) 2017-10-17

the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues with this christmas adventure starring the tenth doctor and fan favourite companion donna
doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this fun and charming christmas story a seasonal special to compliment the twelve dr men titles
in the ongoing series written and illustrated by adam hargreaves a new keepsake hardback format makes this the perfect christmas gift for
any doctor who fan

Doctor Who: Dr. Tenth (Roger Hargreaves) 2018-02-06

the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming stories written
and illustrated by adam hargreaves the tenth doctor is taking a well earned holiday until the sontarans show up can he stop the mighty
warriors from invading yet another peaceful planet

Doctor Who: Dr. Second (Roger Hargreaves) 2017-08-29

the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues in this adventure starring the second doctor it s mayhem in the museum as dr second and his
companions find themselves on the run from some abominable baddies doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and
charming stories written and illustrated by adam hargreaves

Doctor Who: Dr. Eighth (Roger Hargreaves) 2017-08-29

the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues in this adventure starring the eighth doctor two warring races one time lord dr eighth
finds himself stuck in middle of an ancient feud and must rely on his wits to save the day doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this
series of fun and charming stories written and illustrated by adam hargreaves

Doctor Who: Dr. Third (Roger Hargreaves) 2018-02-06

the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming stories written
and illustrated by adam hargreaves follow the adventures of dr third as he is joined by friends mike jo and liz to battle the fearsome ice
warriors

Doctor Who: Dr. Seventh (Roger Hargreaves) 2017-08-29

the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues in this adventure starring the seventh doctor dr seventh and his trusty companion ace are
on the prowl as they stumble upon a pack of fiendish feline foes doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming
stories written and illustrated by adam hargreaves

Doctor Who: Dr. Fifth (Roger Hargreaves) 2018-02-06

the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming stories written
and illustrated by adam hargreaves join the fifth doctor and friends nyssa adric and tegan as they attempt to outwit the wily master
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Doctor Who: Dr. Sixth (Roger Hargreaves) 2018-02-06

the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming stories written
and illustrated by adam hargreaves time has twisted and only a timelord can stop it join the sixth doctor and friend peri as they have to
outwit the dastardly rani

Dr. Second 2017-08-29

an all new doctor who adventure featuring the second doctor and reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves it s mayhem in the museum as dr
second and his companions find themselves on the run from some abominable baddies these storybook mash ups written and illustrated by adam
hargreaves combine the iconic storytelling of doctor who with the whimsical humor and design made famous by his father roger hargreaves dr
second continues this series of witty and tongue in cheek storybooks each featuring one of the twelve doctors

Doctor Who: Dr. Ninth (Roger Hargreaves) 2017-08-29

the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues in this adventure starring the ninth doctor with a little help from rose and jack dr ninth
sets out to prevent an otherworldly invasion doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming stories written and
illustrated by adam hargreaves

Dr. Eighth 2017-08-29

an all new doctor who adventure featuring the eighth doctor and reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves two warring races one time lord
dr eighth finds himself stuck in middle of an ancient feud and must rely on his wits to save the day these storybook mash ups written and
illustrated by adam hargreaves combine the iconic storytelling of doctor who with the whimsical humor and design made famous by his father
roger hargreaves dr eighth continues this series of witty and tongue in cheek storybooks each featuring one of the twelve doctors

Dr. First 2017-04-25

an all new doctor who adventure featuring the first doctor and the cybermen reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves meet dr first he is
in a bad mood because he can t find his granddaughter however that soon becomes the least of his problems when he stumbles upon an old foe
these storybook mash ups written and illustrated by adam hargreaves combine the iconic storytelling of doctor who with the whimsical humor
and design made famous by his father roger hargreaves dr first kicks off this series of witty and tongue in cheek storybooks each featuring
one of the twelve doctors

Dr. Third 2018-02-06

these mashup storybooks combine the whimsical storytelling of doctor who with the humor color and simplicity of classic hargreaves style an
all new doctor who adventure featuring the third doctor reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves

Dr. Fourth 2017-04-25

an all new doctor who adventure featuring the fourth doctor sarah jane smith and the daleks reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves when
dr fourth and sarah jane run into some old enemies the daleks it takes all their cleverness and cunning to prevent extermination these
storybook mash ups written and illustrated by adam hargreaves combine the iconic storytelling of doctor who with the whimsical humor and
design made famous by his father roger hargreaves dr fourth continues this series of witty and tongue in cheek storybooks each featuring one
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of the twelve doctors

Doctor Who: Dr. First (Roger Hargreaves) 2017-04-25

the greatest mash up in the entire whoniverse is here dr first stars william hartnell s first doctor on an amazing adventure through time
and space written and illustrated by adam hargreaves

Dr. Third (Roger Hargreaves) 2018-01-29

the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues doctor whomeets roger hargreaves mr menin this series of fun and charming stories written
and illustrated by adam hargreaves in the ninth book of the series join another doctor and his friends as they face a perilous adventure
through time and space

Dr. Fifth 2018-02-06

these mashup storybooks combine the whimsical storytelling of doctor who with the humor color and simplicity of classic hargreaves style an
all new doctor who adventure featuring the fifth doctor reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves

Dr. Sixth 2018-02-06

these mashup storybooks combine the whimsical storytelling of doctor who with the humor color and simplicity of classic hargreaves style an
all new doctor who adventure featuring the sixth doctor reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves

Dr. Seventh 2017-08-29

an all new doctor who adventure featuring the seventh doctor and ace reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves dr seventh and his trusty
companion ace are on the prowl as they stumble upon a pack of fiendish feline foes these storybook mash ups written and illustrated by adam
hargreaves combine the iconic storytelling of doctor who with the whimsical humor and design made famous by his father roger hargreaves dr
seventh continues this series of witty and tongue in cheek storybooks each featuring one of the twelve doctors

Dr. Ninth 2017-08-29

an all new doctor who adventure featuring the ninth doctor rose and jack reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves with a little help from
rose and jack dr ninth sets out to prevent an otherworldly invasion these storybook mash ups written and illustrated by adam hargreaves
combine the iconic storytelling of doctor who with the whimsical humor and design made famous by his father roger hargreaves dr ninth
continues this series of witty and tongue in cheek storybooks each featuring one of the twelve doctors

Dr. Tenth 2018-02-06

these mashup storybooks combine the whimsical storytelling of doctor who with the humor color and simplicity of classic hargreaves style an
all new doctor who adventure featuring the tenth doctor reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves
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Dr. Tenth (Roger Hargreaves) 2018-01-29

the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues doctor whomeets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming stories written
and illustrated by adam hargreaves in the twelfth book of the series join another doctor and his friends as they face a perilous adventure
through time and space

Doctor Who: Dr. Fourth (Roger Hargreaves) 2017-04-25

the greatest mash up in the entire whoniverse is here dr fourth stars tom baker s fourth doctor on an amazing adventure through time and
space written and illustrated by adam hargreaves

Doctor Who: Dr. Eleventh (Roger Hargreaves) 2017-04-25

the greatest mash up in the entire whoniverse is here dr eleventh stars matt smith s eleventh doctor on an amazing adventure through time
and space written and illustrated by adam hargreaves

Dr. Tenth: Christmas Surprise! 2017-10-17

an all new deluxe hardcover doctor who christmas adventure featuring the tenth doctor and his companion donna reimagined in the style of
roger hargreaves it s christmas eve and the doctor and donna are sipping at mugs of hot chocolate donna looks to the doctor and announces i
hope i get a surprise for christmas the doctor knows what he has to do these storybook mash ups written and illustrated by adam hargreaves
combine the iconic storytelling of doctor who with the whimsical humor and design made famous by his father roger hargreaves dr tenth
christmas surprise is the first hardcover special in this series of witty tongue in cheek storybooks featuring the twelve doctors

Dr. Eleventh 2017-04-25

an all new doctor who adventure featuring the eleventh doctor and river song reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves geronimo dr
eleventh and river song take off on a daring and dangerous adventure to recover a lost item of great importance these storybook mash ups
written and illustrated by adam hargreaves combine the iconic storytelling of doctor who with the whimsical humor and design made famous by
his father roger hargreaves dr eleventh continues this series of witty and tongue in cheek storybooks each featuring one of the twelve
doctors

Dr. Thirteenth 2019-01-08

the much anticipated dr thirteenth is here a fabulous mashup of the fantastical storytelling of doctor who and the whimsical humor of roger
hargreaves the book will to appeal to fans of both iconic brands an all new doctor who adventure featuring the thirteenth and first female
doctor reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves the doctor graham and ryan try and come up with a fabulous surprise for yaz on her
birthday and what an explosive surprise it is

Dr. Twelfth 2017-04-25

an all new doctor who adventure featuring the twelfth doctor and missy reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves dr twelfth s oldest
adversary returns in a time bending chase through earth s history will the doctor prevail or does missy finally have her day these storybook
mash ups written and illustrated by adam hargreaves combine the iconic storytelling of doctor who with the whimsical humor and design made
famous by his father roger hargreaves dr twelfth continues this series of witty and tongue in cheek storybooks each featuring one of the
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twelve doctors

Doctor Who: Dr. Twelfth (Roger Hargreaves) 2017-04-25

the greatest mash up in the entire whoniverse is here dr twelfth stars peter capaldi s twelfth doctor on an amazing adventure through time
and space written and illustrated by adam hargreaves

Doctor Who: Dr. Thirteenth (Roger Hargreaves) 2018-11-06

an all new doctor who adventure featuring the thirteenth and first female doctor reimagined in the style of roger hargreaves the doctor
graham and ryan try and come up with a fabulous surprise for yaz on her birthday and what an explosive surprise it is

Strychnine & Gold (Part 1) 2021-07-25

this book tells the story of the huge addiction treatment industry which flourished in the united states between 1890 and the advent of
prohibition in 1920 the story begins in russia in 1886 where a number of doctors discovered a relatively effective pharmacological treatment
for alcoholism although this russian discovery was published in countless major english language medical journals it was entirely ignored by
the us addiction experts of the day who eschewed pharmacological treatments and instead preferred to lock people up in inebriate asylums
where they could be subjected to religious coercion however an obscure railroad physician and patent medicine salesman named leslie e keeley
who lived in the dusty prairie town of dwight illinois read about the russian treatment in a medical journal and decided to give it a try
much to his surprise the russian treatment proved highly effective and by 1891 dr keeley was treating upwards of a thousand patents a day at
the keeley institute in dwight keeley was a salesman and a bit of a barnum he always claimed that he had invented the cure himself after
decades of painstaking research and he called it the gold cure claiming that his secret ingredient was gold of course there was no gold in
the gold cure other than the gold which lined keeley s pockets however the treatment was relatively effective and by 1893 there were over
100 keeley institutes operating in the united states and abroad and hundreds of copycats were operating imitation gold cure institutes the
keeley gold cure was even adopted by the national homes for disabled volunteer soldiers and the us army the keeley treatment took 28 days
and required hypodermic injections four times a day for the entire period on the other hand the gatlin institutes which opened in 1902 and
the neal institutes which opened in 1909 used a form of aversion treatment and advertised themselves as three day liquor cures competition
between the gold cures and the three day liquor cures in the first two decades of the 20th century was fierce and intense then as the united
states entered world war one in 1917 the demand for addiction treatment suddenly dried up for a variety of reasons and the majority of these
proprietary cure institutes had shut down before the enactment of prohibition in 1920 although the parent keeley institute in dwight
remained in operation until 1966 this book contains the never before told tale of how these proprietary treatment institutes grew into a
huge industry flourished then finally faded away as the united states entered world war one part one of this book covers the keeley
institutes dipsocura the bedal institutes the mckanna liquor cure the wherrell gold cure and the hagey cure part two of this book covers the
morrell cure the national bichloride of gold institutes the oppenheimer institutes the tyson vegetable cure the willow bark institutes the
telfair sanitarium the connelley cure the murray institutes the gatlin institutes the neal institutes the s b collins cure and the d unger
cure part two also contains appendices discussing strychnine belladonna alkaloids jag cure laws and more

Doctor Who: Dr. Second (Roger Hargreaves) 2017-08-28

the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues in this adventure starring the second doctor it s mayhem in the museum as dr second and his
companions find themselves on the run from some abominable baddies doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and
charming stories written and illustrated by adam hargreaves
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Doctor Who: Dr. Seventh (Roger Hargreaves) 2017-08-28

the greatest mash up in the whoniverse continues in this adventure starring the seventh doctor dr seventh and his trusty companion ace are
on the prowl as they stumble upon a pack of fiendish feline foes doctor who meets roger hargreaves mr men in this series of fun and charming
stories written and illustrated by adam hargreaves

Temple Bar 1885

shortlisted for the walter scott prize 2018 a surprisingly touching account of hidden lives forced out of the shadows sunday times one day
in 1940 rene hargreaves walks out on her family and the city to take a position as a land girl at the remote starlight farm there she will
live with and help lonely farmer elsie boston at first elsie and rene are unsure of one another strangers from different worlds but over
time they each come to depend on the other they become inseparable until the day a visitor from rene s past arrives and their careful
secluded life is thrown into confusion suddenly all they have built together is threatened what will they do to protect themselves and are
they prepared for the consequences so lovely gentle yet enthralling claire fuller quietly beautiful and brilliant this is no bucolic idyll
but an unfolding of a plot that constantly twists and turns and surprises a truly wonderful memorable novel judges of the walter scott prize
2018

Miss Boston and Miss Hargreaves 2017-04-27

nursing until the 1960s and 1970s was seen as a female profession it is only in recent years that men in any number have entered this
perceived female bastion it is generally thought or assumed that it has always been women who have been the only nurses through the
centuries however with even the most cursory glance at the literature available or even on the internet it is soon realised that this is not
the case it is impossible to talk about or discuss trained nurses per se when there was no actual recognised training available in any shape
or form again it is a general assumption that historically the only trained nurses were female this certainly was not the case but nursing
was seen up to quite recently as a job for women mainly because of the social and cultural norms

The Temperance Movement, Or, The Conflict Between Man and Alcohol 1888

a myriad muslims and hindus mortally yearn to know a god of love will circumstances complacency or comfort cushion the callaways at home or
will christ s love propel beth merrel and arlene to reach these uttermost with the good news before it s too late

A History of The Male Nurse 2019

when on the spur of a moment norman huntley and his friend henry invent an eighty three year old woman called miss hargreaves they are
inspired to post a letter to their new fictional friend it is only meant to be a silly harmless game until miss hargreaves arrives on their
doorstep complete with her cockatoo her harp and last but not least her bath she is to norman s utter disbelief exactly as he had imagined
her enchanting eccentric and endlessly astounding he hadn t imagined however how much havoc an imaginary octogenarian could wreak in his
sleepy buckinghamshire home town cornford norman has some explaining to do but how will he begin to explain to his friends family and
girlfriend where miss hargreaves came from when he hasn t the faintest clue himself will his once ordinary once peaceful life ever be the
same again and what s more does he want it to miss hargreaves is part of the bloomsbury group a new library of books from the early
twentieth century chosen by readers for readers

Mortal Yearning 2022-02-03
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Miss Hargreaves 2011-07-01

The Australian Journal 1873
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